
Moving forward with Green Logistics

	Modal Shift to Railway of Precision Instrument (Automated Teller Machine)

	Round-trip Use between Two Companies in Indonesia

	Global Warming Prevention Initiatives

	Boosting Communication on the Environment

The HTS Group has implemented round-trip use* of containers in overseas as well as in Japan. In January 2017, we initiated a 
round-trip use between a Japanese daily commodities related company and an automobile related company. Round-trip uses 
of containers between two companies in overseas have difficulties in process conditions including selection of shipping 
companies and import-export timing difference. However, this initiative successfully reduced CO2 emissions by 40%. The HTS 
Group actively works to implement round-trip uses of containers both in Japan and overseas to reduce CO2 emissions.

●	Reduction of CO2 emissions
To reduce CO2 emissions, the HTS Group makes various 
efforts including installment of solar panels on the 
building roof and use of LED illumination. We will keep 
working on CO2 reduction.
●	Making the shift to eco-friendly vehicles and eco-

friendly driving
The HTS Group had promoted a shift to eco-friendly cars 
(highly fuel-efficient, low-pollution vehicles), and achieved 
the eco-friendly car ownership ratio of 100% at the end of 
FY2016, except for some special vehicles. We will further 
promote a shift to eco-friendly cars with better 
environmental performance and encourage eco-friendly 
driving, etc. with a view to reducing environmental load.

●	Development of reuse packaging specifications
In “Japan Packaging Contest 2016” hosted by Japan 
Packaging Institute and held annually, our development 
of “Reuse packaging for long and thin products” won the 
Logistics Award. The award-winning packaging 
specifications featured high design reusable packaging 
for long and thin sensitive products that satisfies both 
necessary functions and customers’ needs (reduction of 
waste).

Environmental communication initiatives include cleanup 
projects in areas surrounding our offices and facilities, and 
turning off lights.
●	Light-Down
In FY2016, 16 domestic centers of the HTS Group 
participated in the Light-Down Campaign advocated by the 
Ministry of the Environment on June 21 (the summer 
solstice) and July 7 (the Star Festival). We will continue to 
appeal the importance of considering global warming 
issues through similar activities.

Light-Down

Adding eco-cars to the fleet (Japan)
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* Round-trip use: A transport method where export cargo owners employs empty containers previously used by import cargo owners, virtually eliminating the transport of empty containers.

CO2 reduction

25.4 tons
(Comparison with truck
transport: down 86%)

Actual volume

(October 2016-March 2017)

Total(in 5-ton container):

 64 containers
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■	HTS Group eco-friendly car ownership ratio
(Japan only, as of March 31, 2017)

■	CO2 emissions of the HTS Group
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Photo of packaging specifications

Note 1: Totals shown are personal and business vehicles combined (excludes special vehicles)
Note 2: Eco-friendly vehicles are as follows: hybrid, natural gas, electric, and LPG vehicles, as well 

as highly fuel-efficient vehicles certified by the government (vehicles meeting a specified 
standard), low emissions vehicles, and biofuel vehicles.
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Following a precision instruments manufacturer in Chiba Prefecture who successfully accomplished a modal shift last fiscal 
year, we have instituted a modal shift to railway for a precision instruments manufacturer in Aichi Prefecture since October 
2016. The covered area is to the locations across the country designated by HTS.
 The modal shift to railway was the first attempt for this customer and there were concerns over damages on products due 
to vibration in loading/unloading and during transportation. After vibration tests in our Technical Center and test transports 
of real products by railway for approximately eight months from February 2016, we initiated railway transport in October. 
Currently, most of the transport from Aichi Prefecture to operation centers in Hokkaido, Tohoku and Kyushu regions, which is 
over 500km in distance, has been shifted to railway. This initiative has contributed to securing transport modes by coping 
with the driver shortage and CO2 reduction. We will expand such initiative into other precision instruments manufacturers.
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